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Introduction. In [12] Thrall introduced three generalizations of the quasi-

Frobenius (=QF) algebras of Nakayama [9], [10]. In this paper we shall be con-

cerned with ring theoretic generalizations of two of these Thrall algebras—namely

QF-2 algebras and QF-3 algebras.

If 7? is a ring then a one-sided ideal of R is primitive in case it is generated by a

primitive idempotent, and an 7?-module is minimal faithful in case it is faithful and

has no proper faithful direct summand. Extending Thrall's original definitions to

(two-sided) artinian rings we have:

QF-2 rings: An artinian ring is QF-2 in case each of its primitive one-sided ideals

has a simple socle.

QF-3 rings: An artinian ring is QF-3 in case it has (to within isomorphism) a

unique minimal faithful left module.

It is not difficult to show that QF rings are both QF-2 and QF-3 (see [2, §§58-59]).

Moreover, Thrall [12] has shown that QF-2 algebras are QF-3 but not necessarily

QF. Most of the information about QF-2 and QF-3 rings is limited to finite

dimensional algebras (see [8], [12], [13]). Two notable exceptions generalize to

QF-3 rings results known to hold for QF-3 algebras almost from their inception.

Specifically, Jans [7] has characterized QF-3 rings as those artinian rings whose left

injective hulls are projective and Harada [5] has shown that the QF-3 property is

actually "two-sided" (i.e., a QF-3 ring has a unique minimal faithful right module).

In §2 of this paper we obtain ideal theoretic characterizations of the injective

projective modules (and hence of the unique minimal faithful module) over " left

QF-3 rings".

Our main results appear in §3. With the aid of Morita's duality theorems [8]

we obtain characterizations of QF-3 rings that are analogous to Nakayama's

original definition of QF rings in terms of socles of primitive one-sided ideals [10],

his characterization of QF-rings in terms of the double annihilator property for

one-sided ideals [10], and the fact (see [8, §14]) that QF rings are precisely those

artinian rings for which the functor HomB ( , 7?) provides a duality between the

categories of finitely generated left and finitely generated right 7?-modules.
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Finally, in §4 we extend to artinian rings Thrall's theorem [12] that QF-2 algebras

are QF-3.

1. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper R denotes an associative ring with

identity 1 and Jacobson radical N. All R-modules are unitary. Unless otherwise

specified we shall assume that R is left artinian. In such a ring R there is always

an orthogonal set ex,..., en of primitive idempotents such that Rex,..., Ren is a

complete collection of pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable projective left

R-modules (see [4, p. 331]). We call such a set eu ..., en a basic set of primitive

idempotents for R.

If M is a left (right) R-module we write T(M) = M/NM (T(M) = M/MN), S(M)

for the socle of M and E(M)=E(S(M)) for the injective hull (see [3]) of M. If M

has a composition series, c(M) denotes its length.

We shall need to consider two types of annihilators. If M is a left (right) R-

module and JçR

AnnB (M) = {reR:rM = 0, (Mr = 0)}

and

AnnM (/) = {m e M : Tm = 0 (mT = 0)}.

The first is a two-sided ideal, and the second is a submodule if T is a right (left)

ideal. We abbreviate

/(/) = AnnBB (/)   and   r(T) = AnnsB(r).

These are always left and right ideals respectively. In particular, S(RR) = r(N) and

S(RR) = l(N) are two-sided ideals.

Let us examine the result of Jans referred to in the introduction. He proved, on

one hand, if R is semiprimary and E(RR) is projective, then R has a unique minimal

faithful module that is injective, projective and isomorphic to a direct summand of

every faithful left R-module [7, Theorem 3.2 and its proof]. On the other hand he

proved that if R is right Noetherian and has a faithful injective left module that is

imbeddable in every faithful left R-module, then E(RR) is projective [7, Theorem

3.1 ]. In particular then, Jans proved that a right artinian ring has a unique minimal

faithful left module if and only if its injective hull as a left module is projective.

We can easily show that the latter result is true for left artinian rings by extending

Thrall's proof for the case in which R is an algebra [12, Theorem 5]. In the process

we have a good look at the unique minimal faithful module.

(1.1) Propositon. Let R be a ¡eft artinian ring with basic set of primitive idem-

potents ex,...,en and unique minimal faithful left module U. Then

(a) eu ..., en can be numbered in such a manner that U'^Re1+ ■ • ■ +Rem for

some m^n.

(b) Reu..., Rem are injective.
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(c) Every minimal left ideal is isomorphic to the socle of some unique Rek, l^k^m.

(d) E(BR) is projective.

(e) Reu ..., Rem is a complete set of pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable

injective projective left R-modules.

Proof. Let R, eu ..., en and U be as in the hypothesis.

(a) The left module Rei + ■ ■ ■ +Ren is faithful. Renumbering, we may assume

ex,..., em is a subset of e1;..., en chosen minimal with respect to " Re± + ■ ■ ■ + Rem

is faithful". But then Rex+ ■ ■ ■ +Rem has no proper faithful direct summand, so

U?Re1+ ■■■+Rem.

(b) Let Si, ■ ■., St be a complete set of pairwise nonisomorphic minimal left

ideals of 7? and let E=E(Si ©• • • © St). Then E, being an injective module that

contains a copy of each minimal left ideal of 7?, is faithful. Now note that Sx ©■ ■ ■

© St = S(E), since it is an essential semisimple submodule of E, and that if E

=H@K then S(E) = 5(77) © S(K). Applying the Krull-Schmidt theorem to

S(E) it follows that a proper direct summand cannot contain copies of every

minimal left ideal of 7? and hence cannot be faithful. Therefore £ = U, and the

indecomposable direct summands of E must be Reu ..., Rem. This proves (b).

(c), (d) and (e) now follow from well-known properties of artinian rings and the

injective hull.

Keeping Jans' result [7, Theorem 3.2] and (1.1) in mind we shall say that a left

artinian ring R is left QF-3 in case R satisfies any of the following equivalent

conditions.

(a) 7? has (to within isomorphism) a unique minimal faithful left module.

(b) E(nR) is projective.

(c) 7? has a faithful injective projective left module. Note that, by the result of

Harada [5] quoted in the introduction, a (two-sided) artinian ring is QF-3 if and

only if it satisfies any one of (a), (b), (c) and their right-hand versions.

2. Left QF-3 rings. Motivated in part by (1.1) we obtain the following

characterizations of the injective primitive left ideals in a left QF-3 ring.

(2.1) Theorem. Let R be a left QF-3 ring. Then the following statements about a

primitive left ideal Re of R are equivalent.

(a) Re is injective.

(b) r(N)e^l(N).

(c) T(eR) is isomorphic to a minimal right ideal of R.

Proof, (a) => (b). If the indecomposable module Re is injective then its socle

r(N)e must be simple. Suppose r(N)en^0 for some ne N. Then re ->- ren defines a

monomorphism pn: Re->N because pn^0 on the only minimal submodule of

Re. Hence by injectivity R=L © Im pn and Im pn^N, so N contains a nontrivial

idempotent. This contradiction proves that r(N)eN= 0.
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(b) => (c). If r(N)eÇl(N) then l(N)e^0 and the semisimple right module l(N)

contains a copy of T(eR).

(c) => (a) Suppose T(eR) is isomorphic to a minimal right ideal S¿ RR. According

to (1.1) the sum of the injective primitive left ideals of R is faithful. So 0 # SRf= Sf

for some injective primitive left ideal Rf. But then J(eR)/#0 and Re^Rf.

Note that in proving (2.1) we showed that an injective primitive left ideal Re in

any left artinian ring satisfies (b). The converse is not true, even if we demand that

S(Re) be simple.

(2.2) Example.   Let K be a field and let R be the ring of 4 x 4 matrices

a 0 x   y

0 b 0   z

0 0 6   0

_0 0 0a.

with entries in K. Then

0 0   0   0"

0 10   0

0 0   10

.0 0   0   0.

are primitive idempotents in R. Observing that l(N) = N=r(N) it is easy to check

that S(Re2)^T(Re1) and that r(N)e2çl(N). However if we let ( )* denote the

vector space dual it follows that

E(Re2) ~ E(T(Re,)) S (exR)*

and

c((É1R)*) = c(eiR) > c(Re2),

so Re2 is not injective.

In view of (1.1) we may restate (2.1) to obtain ideal theoretic methods for deter-

mining the minimal faithful module of a left QF-3 ring.

(2.3) Corollary. If R is a left QF-3 ring with basic set of primitive idempotents

elt...,en then the unique minimal faithful left R-module U is isomorphic to the sum

of the Re¡, 1 ̂  ig n, with the property that r(N)et £ l(N). Equivalently, U is isomorphic

to the sum of those Reu l^iún, such that T(e¡R) is isomorphic to a minimal right

ideal of R.

The final theorem of this section is an analogue of the fact that left and right

socles coincide in a QF ring.

(2.4) Lemma. If R is left QF-3 with a primitive left ideal Re that is not injective

thenRer\l(N)=0.

«i =

"10 0 0"

0   0 0 0

0   0 0 0

0   0 0 1

e2
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Proof. Using the notation of (1.1) let U=Rex + ■ ■ ■ + Rem be the unique minimal

faithful left module for 7?. Suppose e is a primitive idempotent in 7? and Re is not

injective. It follows that, for k = \,..., m, eRek^Nek because Re cannot be iso-

morphic to the injective module Rek. Hence eU^NU. Let re R. If reN=0 then

reU=re(eU) ^re(NU)=0, and so since U is faithful, Re n l(N)=0.

(2.5) Theorem. Let R be left QF-3. Then r(N) n l(N) is the left ideal generated

by the socles of injective left ideals in R. In particular, R is QF if and only ifS(RR)

= S(RR).

Proof. Let 7 be the left ideal of R generated by the socles of the injective left

ideals of 7?. Let J=r(N) n l(N). If L is an injective left ideal of R, then L must be

a direct summand of RR, so we may write L=Rf, where f2 =/e R. Write

/=/iH-1-/5 where the/ are primitive orthogonal idempotents in R. Then

£ = Rf = © Î Rfi,       S(L) = © 2 r(N)f
(=1 i = l

and by (2.1), r(N)f^l(N), i= 1,..., s. This proves that 7ç/. Let e be a primitive

idempotent of 7?. Then if 7e#0, we have

0 =¿ Je = Je n l(N) ^ Ren l(N),

so that Re is injective by (2.4). Hence either Je=0 or Tie £ r(/V)e £ 7 for each

primitive idempotent e e R. Thus 7=7.

The last statement is now obvious, since r(N) = l(N) implies that 7= S(s7?).

3. Antistrophic primitives and QF-3 rings. Nakayama [10] proved that a ring R

with minimum conditions and basic set of primitive idempotents ex,..., en is QF if

and only if there is a permutation -n of {1,..., n} such that for k = 1,..., n,

(a) Rek has a simple socle S(Rek) ^ T(ReMk)) ;

(b) e„mR has a simple socle S(eMkiR) £ T(ekR).

From this it follows that 7? is QF if and only if for each primitive idempotent e e R

there is a primitive idempotent/e R such that S(Re)^T(Rf) and S(fR)^T(eR).

Definition. Let e and/be primitive idempotents in R. If S(Re)^T(Rf) and

S(fR)^T(eR) then we say that Re is antistrophic to/7?. Moreover, in this case'we

call Tîe (/7?) a /e/r (right) antistrophic primitive for 7?.

Note that if e is a primitive idempotent in a finite dimensional algebra 7?, then

E(T(Re)) is a vector space dual of eR. Thus one readily shows that the antistrophic

primitives in an algebra are precisely its injective primitive one-sided ideals.

The concept of antistrophic primitives allows another characterization of the

injective primitive modules for a QF-3 ring.

(3.1) Theorem. In a QF-3 ring R a primitive left ideal Re is injective if and only if

Re is antistrophic to some primitive right ideal.
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Proof. (=>) Suppose the primitive left ideal Re is injective. Then its socle r(N)e

is simple and hence isomorphic to T(Rf) for some primitive idempotent fe R.

By the right-hand version of (2.1),/R is injective so fl(N) = S(fR) is simple and by

(2.1) itself

0#/r(7V)e sfl(N)e.

Thus Re is antistrophic to/R.

(<=) If Re is antistrophic to/R then T(eR) z S(fR), a minimal right ideal, and by

(2.1) Re is injective.

Restating (3.1) in terms of minimal faithful modules we have

(3.2) Corollary. Let R be a QF-3 ring. Let eu...,e„andfx,.. .,fmbe sets of

mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents such that Reu..., Rem is a complete

collection of pairwise nonisomorphic left antistrophic primitives and Rek is anti-

strophic tofkR, k= 1,..., m. Let

e »«!+•• • +em   and /=/i+ • • • +fm.

then Re (fR) is the unique minimal faithful left (right) module for R.

In addition, (3.1) together with (1.1) serves to establish the following corre-

spondences.

(3.3) Corollary. If R is a QF-3 ring then there are natural 1-1 correspondences

between the sets of isomorphism classes of

(a) indecomposable injective projective left R-modules;

(b) minimal left ideals of R;

(c) indecomposable injective projective right R-modules;

(á) minimal right ideals of R.

By (1.1) and (3.1) every QF-3 ring has the property that each of its minimal left

ideals is isomorphic to the socle of a left antistrophic primitive. We shall say that

any two-sided artinian ring with this property has enough antistrophic primitives.

With the aid of the next two lemmas we are able to prove our main result—QF-3

rings are precisely those rings with enough antistrophic primitives.

(3.4) Lemma. Let e be a primitive idempotent in R. Then

Ann« (E(T(Re))) = Ann« (eRR).

Proof. Let E=E(T(Re)) and suppose I^RR. Then if /£#0, there exists an

x e E such that

px: s-^-sx,      sel

defines a nonzero homomorphism of / into E. But then since T(Re) = S(E) is

simple and essential in E, Im px contains a copy of T(Re). Hence /E#0 implies /

has a composition factor isomorphic to T(Re). Conversely, suppose J<L^I and let
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■q: L ->L/J be the natural epimorphism. If <f>: L/J^- T(Re)^E is an isomorphism

then <j> o r¡ is a nonzero homomorphism from a left ideal of R into E. Thus, by

injectivity, IE^LE^Lx = <f> o r¡(L)^0, for some xe E.

Now Ann« (E)E=0, so as a left module, AnnB (E) has no composition factors

isomorphic to T(Re). Hence

eRÍAnn« (£)) = e(Ann« (£)) = 0.

On the other hand, e AnnB (eR)=0 so the left ideal AnnB (eR) has no composition

factors isomorphic to T(Re). Therefore (AnnB (eR))£=0. This proves the lemma.

Observe that (3.4) is valid for R any semiperfect ring (i.e., R/N is semisimple and

idempotents along with orthogonality relations can be lifted modulo N [1]). Also

from (3.4) it follows that if e is a primitive idempotent in R then E(T(Re)) has a

composition factor isomorphic to T(Rf) if and only if T(fR) is isomorphic to a

composition factor of eR; and the number of terms in the Loewy series for E(T(Re))

and eR are equal.

(3.5) Lemma. Let R have enough antistrophic primitives. Let e=e1+ ■ ■ ■ +em and

f = fi+ ■ ■ ■ +fm be as in the hypothesis of (3.2). Then

(a) Re (fR) is a faithful left (right) R-module;

(b) fr(N)e=fl(N)e.

Proof, (a) Since Rek is antistrophic to fkR, \-¿k-¿m, we have, by (3.4) and its

right-left dual version,

AnnB(/,R) = Ann« (E(T(Rfk))) = Ann« (E(Rek))

¿ Ann« (Rek) = Ann« (E(T(ekR)))

= Ann«(£(/,R)) ^ Ann«(/fcR).

So that for k = \,..., m,

Ann« (E(Rek)) = AnnB (Rek) = AnnB (fkR).

Now, noting that E(Re1) ©• • - © E(Rem) is an injective left R-module containing

copies of all the minimal left ideals of R, we have

TTt in m

0 = fi AnnB(£(Re-fc)) = f| Ann«(Refc) = f] Ann«(/,R).
fc=l fc=l k=l

This proves that Re and fR are faithful,

(b) Since k,j e {1,..., m), k^j, implies that

fkr(N)ej = 0 = fkl(N)ej,

it is sufficient to show that

fAN)ek = fkl(N)ek,       k=l,...,n.

Suppose not—say fkr(N)ekN^Q. Then, since Rek is antistrophic to fkR, the right
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ideal fkr(N)ekNmust contain a copy oïT(ekR). That is, r(N)ekNek^0. So for some

neNright multiplication by nek induces a monomorphism

0 -> Rek -»• 7Vefc.

This contradicts the fact that c(Rek) is finite. By symmetry, the proof is complete.

Suppose 7? is a ring with enough antistrophic primitives. Let e and/be as in (3.5).

Then since fR is faithful we see that "enough antistrophic primitives" is auto-

matically a two-sided condition in the sense that each minimal right ideal of R is

isomorphic to the socle of a right antistrophic primitive. Moreover Re (fR) is a

minimal faithful left (right) 7?-module because none of its proper direct summands

contains copies of every minimal left (right) ideal. Thus the problem of proving that

such a ring is QF-3 is reduced to showing that Re (fR) is the unique minimal faithful

left (right) 7?-module or equivalently we must show that Re is injective.

(3.6) Theorem. For a ring R with both minimum conditions, the following are

equivalent.

(a) R is QF-3.

(b) 7? has enough antistrophic primitives.

(c) There exist idempotents e andf in R such that

(i) Re andfR are faithful R-modules;

(ii) the functors

Hom/B/(   ,fRe)   and  HomeBe (   ,fRe)

define a duality between the category of finitely generated left fRf-modules and the

category of finitely generated right eRe-modules.

Proof, (a) s> (b). This implication is an immediate consequence of (1.1) and

(3.1).
(b) => (c). Let R, e and/be as in (3.5). Then Re andfR are faithful. A standard

argument shows that fRf and eRe both have minimum conditions, and that fRe is

finitely generated and faithful both as a left/7?/-module and as a right eTte-module.

Thus according to [8, Theorem 6.3] we need only show that, for each simple left

fRf (right e7te)-module T, Horn (T,fRe) is simple as a right eRe (left/7?/)-module.

According to [6, p. 48, Proposition 1] fNf is the radical of/7?/. Hence T(fRfk)

=fRfk/fNfk,k=l,...,m, is a typical simple left/7?/-moduIe and S(fRffRe) =

AnnfRe(fNf). Let S=fSe=S(jRffRe). Then fNf-fr(N)e^Nr(N)=0 so fr(N).e S S.
On the other hand, suppose S$r(N). Then for some ke{\,.. .,m), 0^=NSek

=(l-f)NSek+fNSek = (l-f)NSek. But, since r(N)ek is the unique minimal

7?-submodule of Rek, this implies thatfr(N)ek=0, contrary to the definition of e

and /. Thus we have shown that S(/RrfRe) =fr(N)e. Now for each a efkr(N)e

define Pa: T(fRfk) -+fr(N)e via

Pa(s+fNfk) = sa,       sefRfk.
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Then a-> pa is an eRe-isomorphism fkr(N)e -»• Hom/B/ (T(fRfk),fr(N)e).

Thus

Horn,Rf(T(fRfk),fRe) = Horn,,, (T(fRfk), S(fRe))

= Hom/B/ (T(fRfk),fr(N)e) ? fkr(N)e

= fkl(N)e

as right eRe-modules (the last equality follows from (3.5), (b)). Moreover, since e

does not annihilate the simple right R-module fkl(N), one can easily check that

fkl(N)e is simple over eRe. A symmetric argument now completes this part of the

proof.

(c) => (a). Suppose Re and/R are faithful and ( )* = Hom ( ,/Re) defines a

duality between the category of finitely generated left/R/-modules and the category

of finitely generated right eRe-modules. We shall show that the faithful projective

left R-module Re is injective. According to [8, Theorem 6.3] our hypotheses imply

that fReeRe is injective and that each simple right eRe-module is isomorphic to an

eRe-submodule of/Re. Thus

ReeBc=/Re©(l-/)Re

satisfies the hypothesis of [8, Theorem 16.4]. So, considering ^ = Homc«e (Re, Re)

as a ring of left operators on Re, Re is a faithful injective left .R-module. Now note

that X.R^A via

[A(r)](se) = rse,       reR,see Re,

is a unital ring monomorphism and that if f e Â then

[fX(re)](se) = f(rese) = r(re)ese

= [X(fre)](se)

for all re, se e Re. Hence A|«e is a left k monomorphism, and we have

A(Re) £ Á\(e) £ RA(Re) £ A(Re).

Thus we view R as a unital subring of È. with Re=Ae. If re R then/r: Re ->/Re,

so as left fRf modules

fk g Home«e (ReJRe) = (Re)*.

And, on the other hand,

P: Re-> Hom/B/ (fRJRe) = (fR)*

defined via

[p(re)](fs) = fsre,      fs efR, re e Re

is a right eRe monomorphism. Now, since a duality must preserve composition

lengths, we have

c(,n,fk) è c(jRf(Re)*) = c(ReeRe) Z c((fR)*Re) = c(jR!fR).
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This, along with the fact that/7^/7? as left fRf modules, implies that fR=fR.

Now to show that RRe is injective, let 7 be a left ideal of 7? and suppose that

g: 7-> Re is an TMiomomorphism. If ft e R and a¡ el, /=» 1,..., n, let

g (2 te) = 2 ̂ («O-
Suppose 2 ta™0. Then for all ft efR we have, since ftft efR=fR^R,

o = g(o) = g(ft 2 te) = 2/' '*fo) = /' (2 tofc».

Thus, recalling that/7?B is faithful, we see that £ is a well defined 7Í homomorphism

g: RI-+ Re. Since B7te is injective there exists an x e Re such that g(â)=âx for all

â e RI. In particular, g(a)=g(a)=ax, for all a el. This shows that B7te is injective

and the theorem is proved.

Making one more application of Morita's duality theorem [8, Theorem 6.3] we

have a corollary which is the QF-3 analogue of the annihilator characterization of

QF rings.

(3.7) Corollary. A ring R with minimum conditions is QF-3 if and only if there

exist idempotents e andf in R that satisfy

(a) Re andfR are faithful R-modules;

(b) for every left ideal ItüfRf and for every right eRe-submodule W^fRe

I = Ann/B/ (Ann/Be (7))   and   W = Ann/Be (Ann/B/ (W));

(c) for every right ideal Jú eRe and for every left fRf-submodule V£fRe

J = AnneBe (Ann/Be (J))   and   V = Ann/Be (AnneBe (V)).

Note that part (c) of (3.6) and the conditions of (3.7) may be viewed as duality

relationships between the left and the right minimal faithful modules over a QF-3

ring. Observing that the maps p and A|/B of the proof of (c) => (a) of (3.6) are in fact

7?-isomorphisms, we see that these modules are dual to one another in the following

sense.

(3.8) Proposition. Let Rbea QF-3 ring with minimal faithful left (right) module

Re (fR). Then as R-modules,

Re s Hom/B/ (fRJRe)   and fR £ HomeBe (Re,fRe).

4. QF-2 rings. Thrall [12] showed that in a QF-2 algebra every primitive left

(right) ideal is either injective or can be imbedded in an injective primitive left (right)

ideal. Using this he showed that every QF-2 algebra is QF-3. In this section we

prove that, in fact, any QF-2 ring is QF-3 by showing that QF-2 rings have enough

antistrophic primitives.

(4.1) Theorem. Every QF-2 ring is QF-3.
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Proof. Let R be a QF-2 ring with basic set of primitive idempotents e1;..., e„.

Let S be a minimal left ideal of R. Since R is QF-2 there is an / e {1,..., n} such that

S is isomorphic to the simple socle r(N)et of Re¡. Choose k e {1,..., n) such that

c(Rek) is maximal with respect to S^S(Rek). Suppose r(N)ekN^0. Then, since

Rex+ ■ ■ ■ +Ren is faithful, r(N)ekNej^0 for some y= 1,..., n. So right multiplica-

tion by some element of Ne¡ gives a monomorphism of Rek into Ne¡ < Re¡. But then

c(Re¡) > c(Rek) and, since R is QF-2, S=S (Re,). This contradiction of our choice of

k proves that r(N)ek £ l(N). Now let 16 {1,..., «} with T(Ret) Z S. Then 0 ¥= etr(N)ek

<^etl(N)ek, so that the simple socle etl(N) of e(R is isomorphic to T(ekR). Thus Rek

is antistrophic to etR and the theorem is proved.

The proof of the following generalization of Thrall's Theorem 1 on QF-2 alge-

bras [12, §3] is an immediate consequence of (4.1) and elementary properties of

injective modules over artinian rings.

(4.2) Corollary. A ring with minimum conditions is QF-2 if and only if each of

its primitive one-sided ideals is either injective or isomorphic to a submodule of an

injective primitive one-sided ideal.

As we noted earlier, Harada [5] has shown that for rings with both minimum

conditions left QF-3 is equivalent to right QF-3. Consider the algebra R of 3 x 3

matrices of the form

'a   x   y"

0   6   0

.0   0   c.

with entries in some field K. Every primitive left ideal of R has a simple socle, but

the primitive right ideal generated by

"1   0   0"

0   0   0

.0   0   0.

does not. Note that R does not have enough antistrophic primitives and so is not

QF-3. (This fact also follows from an argument given in [14].) These observations

lead to a question : Are QF-3 rings in which every primitive left ideal has a simple

socle QF-2 ? We know of no examples to the contrary.
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